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Need a Job？

ODM Solutions Company, Amlogic, Rockchip SBCs

SHENZHEN
WESION TECHNOLOGY



Shenzhen Wesion Technology was established in November 2014:

The company's current main business includes the “Khadas” in-house 

brand and customised ODM services.

The Khadas brand is positioned for the open source DIY maker market, 

and it’s main customers are outside China.

OurOur team is relatively young, and consists of people from Guangdong, 

Fujian, Hubei, Hunan, Chongqing and Singapore, with an average age of 

29 years.

The company is specialises in the Amlogic and Rockchip product lines 

and is currently working with the Google Fuchsia team to develop VIM3 

products for the AI   market.

InIn 2018, we released a new product, Khadas Tone Board, which is 

positioned for the Hi-Fi audio market and paves the way for intelligent 

voice products.

In the future, as awareness of the Khadas brand continues to increase, 

our product roadmap will also include the consumer market, e.g. Intel 

NUC micro-host.

公司历史
COMPANY HISTORY



[1] Geekbox is our complete cross-border product solution for Geekbuying.com, the largest electronic cross-border 

e-commerce platform in Shenzhen at the time. On the day of product launch, it was on Yahoo News. Geekbox products 

were ranked Top 10 of 2015 by Linux.com. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/meet-geekbox-tiny-pc-built-213756913.html

[2][2] Popsical is a Singapore brand that focuses on smart Karaoke products as well as professional audio streaming services. 

We provide one-stop services for Popsical including: product positioning and design, industrial design, mold development, 

production processing and assembly. First and current generation products of Popsical are designed by our company. 

https://popsical.com

[3] Atmoph is a smart display product that can be used to push display content via mobile phone: https://atmoph.com

[4] VIM was the first generation of products released by Khadas. For more information, please refer to: 

http://khadas.com/vim/

[5][5] VIM2 was released at the end of 2017, and was selected by Google as the main ARM64 development platform for the 

R&D of the Fuchsia OS in March 2018: https://fuchsia.googlesource.com/zircon/+/master/docs/targets/ Khadas-vim.md
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We’re a small team, full of energy, passion and dreams. We look forward to you joining us!

For related positions, please refer to www.cjol.com or 51job.com and search for:
Wesion Technology (Mandarin: 世野科技).

Khadas Website:          https://www.khadas.com/
Khadas Open Source Community:   https://forum.khadas.com/
Khadas Technical Documentation:   https://docs.khadas.com/

TTip: The servers on most of the above websites are overseas, you will need to use a VPN whilst within China.

We hope you can join!

- Wesion CEO

加入我们
JOIN OUR TEAM


